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School Of Journalism And Communication
Massey's School of Communication, Journalism and Marketing (CJM) provides national leadership in
education and research. Our journalism teaching is internationally acclaimed, and the School enjoys a
...
School of Communication, Journalism and Marketing
The Wisconsin State Journal’s Chris Rickert reports on the Wisconsin Supreme Court’s decision Friday
that overturned a Dane County health order that ...
High court strikes down Dane County school-closing order — 6/11/21
Today, the Hubbard School of Journalism and Mass Communication prepares students to succeed as
professionals and leaders in the world—a world that's more diverse, endlessly interactive ...
Hubbard School of Journalism and Mass Communication at University of Minnesota
Walter Hussman talked to The Daily Tar Heel about his concerns regarding Nikole Hannah-Jones' hiring and
her 1619 Project. He said he was concerned that her reputation would overshadow his core values ...
Hussman says he was 'concerned' about his core values of journalism and 1619 Project
CNW/ - The Globe and Mail has won this year's CJF Jackman Award for Excellence in Journalism in the
large-media category, ...
The Globe and Mail and The Narwhal win CJF Jackman Awards for Excellence in Journalism
Indiana University Media School, formed in 2014 as a merger of three storied departments, is a modern
take on a journalism and communication school. With three majors, nine concentrations and 37 ...
Leading Journalism & Mass Communication Programs 2019
We stopped by their graduation on Thursday, May 20, to talk to a few future reporters about why they
chose the profession and what journalism means to them. “I chose journalism because I’m very much a ...
Congrats to the future faces of journalism
Walter Hussman waged a quiet campaign against the North Carolina journalism school named for him from
hiring the creator of the 1619 Project.
Publisher Hussman discouraged University of North Carolina from hiring 1619 writer at journalism school
named for him
J.D., Ph.D. — two faculty members within the College of Journalism and Communications — were named
Teacher of the Year and Teacher/Scholar of the Year respectively for the 2020-2021 school ...
CJC Faculty Harrison Hove and Clay Calvert named Teacher and Teacher/Scholar of the Year
literary journalism (journalisme littéraire in French, periodismo literario in Spanish, reportaż in
Polish and crónica in Latin America) represents a form of written communication that is both ...
Transnational Literary Journalism Summer School : “Inequality and Social Protest in Transatlantic
Literary Journalism" (Nancy)
Lucknow University has announced the results for third semester students of BA English Honours and MA
Journalism and Mass Communication. The students can check their results online at www.lkouniv ...
Lucknow University Announces Results For BA English, MA Journalism, Mass Communication
“The thing I love most about journalism,” she told me ... Murrow College of Communication at Washington
State University) and the veteran newsman himself. “It’s always about what ...
‘You Never Stop Learning’: CNN’s Ana Cabrera On Journalism, And Her New Weekday News Hour
"There was only one college at that time -- Kenya Institute of Mass Communication ... by the government
as a secondary school teacher, but his passion for journalism never waned.
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